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Marc Moris, director of corporate prevention and 
protection at Proximus says: “We see an enormous 
advantage to building the same system at each 
location. It’s more efficient and gives us much closer 
control. We manage our server environment ourselves, 
along with our IT services, and we like how easily AEOS 
integrates with our IT infrastructure.”

Adapts to each situation or location 

Not only does Proximus have integrated systems, it 
has an integrated safety and security team too. This 
enlightened approach acknowledges the clash of 
objectives that can occur between safety management 
and security management. 

As Marc explains: “Safety is usually about opening 
doors and security is typically about keeping them 
shut. By keeping these functions in one team, it’s 
easier to make decisions about whether doors should 
be open or closed. To help us ensure both safety 

Proximus is a Belgian company providing digital 
and communication services in Belgium and 
internationally. With hundreds of locations to protect, 
it wanted to consolidate access control management, 
and migrated 351 of its sites to AEOS – the physical 
access control system by Nedap. Its other sites 
remain protected by an existing, older system, which 
is gradually being replaced. And that and AEOS 
are integrated with an umbrella physical security 
information management (PSIM) system.

Efficient, integrated control 

Proximus has a vast number of locations to protect in 
Belgium and abroad. These include its headquarters 
and administrative offices, satellite offices and many 
unmanned buildings and antenna sites. Proximus 
wanted to take a centralised, global approach to 
security management, integrating access control 
with intrusion detection, video surveillance and other 
systems. 

AEOS enables centralised security 
management at Proximus 
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and security, we need an intelligent access control 
system with advanced functionality and a high level of 
adaptability. We also want the flexibility to establish 
security levels according to the type of location. A 
small street cabinet, for example, has very different 
security needs from a data centre.”

AEOS ticks all the boxes 

Proximus now has AEOS physical access control 
installed at 351 of its sites. It uses AEOS to not only 
control access for employees, contractors and vehicles, 
but also for tenants in some locations. 

When looking for a new, centralised, access control 
system, Proximus had some key requirements. It 
wanted a system that:

• Is high end and IP based, with a huge number of 
functionalities and features.

• Uses open standard protocols and supports 
integrations with several other physical security 
systems.

• Is futureproof and will evolve to meet changing 
needs and risks and operate with new technologies. 

• Has a strong focus on cybersecurity, which 
Proximus sees as becoming increasingly more 
important. 

• Provides regular software updates when new risks 
are discovered. 

Luc Hermans, security manager at Proximus says: 
“AEOS ticks all the boxes for us. We want a system that 
we’re sure we can still build on ten years later, so we’re 
not stuck with an obsolete set-up. We feel confident 
AEOS will continue to serve us as well in the future as it 
does now. We regularly share our experience of AEOS 
with security managers in other companies and allow 
them to come and see it in operation.”

Marc Moris
Director Corporate Prevention & Protection 
Proximus Group

Luc Hermans
Security Team Manager 
Proximus Group

Facts and figures
• 351 sites (in Belgium, France, Spain 

and Switzerland)
•  11,000+ employees 
•  29,000+ identifiers   
•  2,000+ online doors 
•  50 software users
•  Integration with Sky-Walker

“AEOS ticks all the boxes for us. We want a system that 

we’re sure we can still build on ten years later, so we’re 

not stuck with an obsolete set-up.” 



Proximus not only values AEOS but the relationship 
it has with Nedap. Marc says: “We see Nedap as a 
business partner that builds and maintains long-term 
relationships with their clients. We know we can always 
count on their advice and technical support. Not only 
for existing projects, but also for potential new physical 
security projects or studies. That’s an important added 
value for us because we want suppliers who not only 
deliver the system but provide support and training and 
a vision into the future too.”

Luc agrees: “Right from the pilot, through the migration 
project and up to the current day, Nedap has continued 
to give us excellent end-to-end support. Which was 
really important for us. In the early days, they helped 
us to analyse and convert our data from two of our 
old access control systems so we could import it 
correctly into our new AEOS system. And they’ve 
continued to be a reliable partner. We appreciate 
having the local support of Nedap Belgium for advice 
on everything from how to apply the AEOS rule engine 
to commissioning new sites.” 

Not just a supplier, a long-term business partner

 “We see Nedap as a business partner that builds and maintains 

long-term relationships with their clients. We know we can always 

count on their advice and technical support.” 



A key focus on technology partnerships 

Marc adds: “We also really value the strong 
partnerships Nedap develops with other physical 
security technology providers and their continuous 
investment into high-quality products. It means their 
offer is always improving and moving with the times, 
and we can take advantage of this without changing our 
system.”

One technology that Proximus has integrated with 
AEOS is Sky-Walker. This layers on top of the AEOS 
system, receiving door alarm notifications and enabling 
doors to be opened remotely. It means the operators in 
the emergency centre can continue working with Sky-
Walker, which they’re familiar with. They don’t need to 
know how to operate the other systems connected to 
it, such as AEOS.   

Evolving to meet future needs  

When asked about expectations from AEOS in the 
future, Marc confirmed that cybersecurity will become 
more and more important. He says: “We expect AEOS 
to continue evolving, with a focus on cybersecurity for 
physical security systems. We’re also keen to reduce 
the barriers between our physical security systems 
even further, so we’re looking forward to seeing what 
future integrations AEOS will enable.” 

Luc adds: “I’m interested to see if Nedap will begin 
offering security as a service. We’re also looking into 
implementing new technology for access control 
credentials in the coming years, including, potentially, 
mobile access control credentials. So I’m keen to see 
Nedap’s growing offering in these areas.”
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